REVENUE CAPTURE

Bring in more revenue
with better data
On average, health systems and hospitals lose 1%* of potential
net revenue due to charge capture problems, which can amount
to millions of dollars annually. Look to our predictive analytics,
advanced rules and expert auditors to reveal actionable insights that
can help you increase revenue.
Revenue Integrity
Codes and billing regulations are always changing, so ensuring
charge accuracy and compliance are huge challenges. Our
platform identifies incorrect and under-coded claims, helping
clients uncover and protect millions in revenue every year and
save hours of work.
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Contract Management
Negotiating, managing and monitoring ever-changing payer
contracts is demanding and complicated. With Waystar, you
can upload commercial and government contracts within a
week, manage them in one centralized place and easily track
payer underpayments.
Our analytics also measure how contracts are performing and
let you accurately model what-if scenarios in minutes—so you
can make data-driven decisions and negotiate better terms.
* “Capturing all charges: The operational reality,” by Cathy Smith, HFMA Blog, January 21, 2016
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Simplify + unify your rev cycle
Waystar provides cutting-edge, cloud-based technology that
simplifies and unifies the healthcare revenue cycle. Our platform
removes friction in payment processes, streamlines workflows and
improves financials for providers in every care setting.
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